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ignity Theatre, in association with The Red Curtain International and with associate sponsorship
by Pondy Oxides and Chemicals Ltd., presented a
unique online play on October 30 at 7 pm, titled ‘Panchatantra Tales’. This play was virtually presented over the
Zoom platform and was also telecast live on YouTube. Individuals who had made a donation towards Dignity Foundation’s programmes for elder care had received a special
screening link and the opportunity to interact with the cast
of the play live during the event. The response was simply
overwhelming with the audience appreciating the performances, costumes, sets, storyline, etc. It was the result
of the performers having invested many months of practice
and rehearsals for this one-of-a-kind event. Dignity Foundation hopes to bring other such interesting events for its
supporters in the coming months too.
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Azim Premji Foundation
Day Care Centres
Vijayanagar Day Care
Centre: Bengaluru

yyOn the first day of Sharad Navaratri, members
visited a temple. This spiritual visit uplifted
their mood and sense of wellbeing.

yyOn October 1, Lion’s Club members celebrated
International Day for Older Persons with our Day
Care Centre members. Cultural programmes
like singing and games were organised.
Lion’s Club members donated mats, carrom
boards, indoor playing games and masks to
the members who participated with joy and
enjoyed the day. Sweets and snacks were
also shared among the members.
yyDignity Foundation distributes dry ration and
sanitisation kits on a monthly basis to the
needy members. This month, the distribution
took place on October 12. Members were
grateful for the generous donation.

yySome of the Lion’s Club members distributed
sarees and dhotis to the members on
October 6. They said that helping those in
need is nothing less than worshipping god.

yyThe monthly medical check-up was organised
on October 13. Regular check-up reduces
the risk of getting sick and increases the
chances for treatment and cure. Dr. Sushma
Patil from Apollo Hospital conducted the
programme. Blood pressure and diabetes
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widow pension and senior citizen pension for
our members by filling the forms. Documents
were collected to process the same.

tests were carried out. Multi-vitamins and
medicines were distributed.
yyArts and craft sessions were conducted
on a weekly basis. These activities provide
a foundation for all other forms of senior
wellness. Some of the craft activities included
creating the best out of waste such as bird
feeders from plastic and small lamps.

yyGeriatric group counselling on psychosocial
issues was conducted by the programme
manager, who is a certified psychologist.
Behavioural problems such as aggression,
motor over-activity and verbal outbursts were
discussed.
yyOn October 18, Youth Congress from
Vijayanagar ward conducted an awareness
programme on old age pension schemes.
They rendered their services in procuring

yySankara Eye Hospital conducted an eye camp
on September 28 in association with Lion’s
Club. The team of optometrists prescribed
bifocal spectacles for 19 members. On
October 19, spectacles were distributed to
our members by Lion’s Club.

yyOn October 14, the festival of Dusshera was
celebrated at our centre. The ceremonies
were conducted in a traditional way. Sweets
were distributed to the members, following
by a special lunch.
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yyOn October 20, Valmiki Jayanti was observed
with love and reverence. Stories from the
epic Ramayana were shared by a visiting yoga
instructor, who also conducted meditation
sessions. Yoga helps reduce anxiety, lowers
heart rate and blood pressure and helps to
regulate breath. It also improves sleeping
habits. Yoga for elders can be very relaxing.
Many individuals report that they sleep
longer and more soundly, which can often be
difficult for older adults. Simple workouts,
exercise, laughter therapy and yoga therapy
were demonstrated to the members.

yyAlong with the physical benefits of time
spent in nature, the restorative effects of
nature support mental health and wellbeing.
Members are taken for park visits regularly
where they can see and create relationships
with people of all ages. Fresh air and warm
weather make exercising easy and enjoyable.
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yyOne of the success stories of this centre is
about A Andal (68) who was brought to the
centre by one of our members. Andal had
been wandering on the streets for many
days. She was in a very bad condition –
hungry and exhausted. She was sent to a
destitute home with the help of the local
police. A follow-up visit was carried out at
the destitute home and we were happy to
see her in good health.

Mullima Nagar Day Care
Centre: Chennai
Mullima Nagar Day Care Centre has 78
members, with an average of 68 to 72 members
attending on a daily basis. Along with regular
fitness sessions and distribution of nutritional
refreshments and lunch, the following activities
took place in October 2021:
yyThe
basket
weaving team
received
an
order
for
Navaratri
r e t u r n
gifts
and
successfully
completed the
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order and delivered the baskets on time.
yyTamil Selvi, a senior civil judge and the
secretary of the District Legal Service
Authority chaired a session on rights on
October 5. She educated the members
about the legal assistance accessible to
the elderly and discussed the method of
obtaining senior citizen entitlements. She
addressed all members’ queries and shared
her contact details too in case anyone would
want to get in touch with her.

yyOn the eve of World Mental Day, Vincy V
from Germaltes Hospital held a session on
mental health. She spoke on the relationship
between the body and the mind and educated
our members on how to recognise and cope
with the signs and symptoms of mental
illness.
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yyOn October 20, as part of arts and craft
training our members were taught how to
construct a multifunctional box out of used
newspapers. The resource person divided
the members into teams and instructed them
step-by-step on how to construct the box.

yyHealth check-ups were held on October 10
and 20 in which members were evaluated
by physicians and medications for diabetes,
hypertension and common cold.
yyOn October 21, a video on the history of
dams and a hilarious video were screened
for the members. Members appreciated the
films and were pleased to see it as a group.
yyWe assisted one member in having her bank
account transferred to her current location
which was critical for her to get her pension
without trouble. We also submitted the
documentation for eight members in order
to apply for their old age pension.
yyOn October 27, we celebrated Family Fun
Day. The occasion was graced by Elizabeth
Elamvazhithi, Managing Director, A K
Enterprises. A variety of entertaining activities
and cultural events were presented.
5
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yyOn October 30, in collaboration with Rajan
Eye Care Hospital, we conducted an eye
camp. A total of 62 people had their eyes
examined and 22 of them were found to have
cataracts. The Rajan Eye Care Hospital will
operate these 22 members for free. A total
of 15 people were also identified to receive
free spectacles, which will be distributed in
the first week of November.

the judicial system accessible to all, the
National Legal Services Authority (NLSA) has
been formed. Under NLSA, state and district
legal services authorities function to make
justice accessible for all. Hitendra Wani and
Aileen Marques from District Legal Services
Authority, Mumbai conducted the session
through which members to know about the
various acts for senior citizens such as the
Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and
Senior Citizens Act, 2007 and Domestic
Violence Act 2005. The procedures to avail
the benefits of the acts were explained. Wani
and Marques also addressed the queries of
the members. After the session, pamphlets
were distributed to raise further awareness.

Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre: Mumbai
With 114 members (34 male and 81 female),
the centre remained lively and active this
month with various events and celebrations.
Daily 80-85 members attended sessions
on yoga and physical exercises as well as
participated in competitions. They received
their daily nutritional drink and mid-day meal.
The centre followed all the pandemic-related
protocols to safegaurd the health and hygiene
of the members. Donation of dry ration kits
and hygiene kits were made in this month too
along with the following activities:
yyA session on legal awareness by District
Legal Services Authority of Mumbai was
conducted on October 12. To make law and
6

yyOn October 9, Dr. Rajesh Chauhan visited
the centre for a regular check-up of our
members. Members took advantage of his
visit by clearing their doubts and getting
resolutions for their concerns.
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yySessions on yoga and physical activities
were attended by members without fail.
Members share that regular yoga and
physical activities conducted at the centre
have helped them to remain fit, cure their
illnesses and stay positive.

yyCentre Manager Vikas Suryavanshi visited
JDC member Suhasini Vetkar who had
undergone a surgery and advised to bed
rest. Suryavanshi assured her of all help
from Dignity Foundation and motivated her
to recover soon. Home delivery of mid-day
meals was started for Vetkar.

yyDry ration kits were distributed to 80
members. A single kit lasts for a full month
for an average-sized family.

yyNutrition drinks by Hugg were started for the
members. This drink consists of immunityboosting herbs.

yyOn Dussehra members came dressed up for
occasion, discussed the importance of the
festival and played games to celebrate the
event.
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yySome
of
past
programmes
were
screened for the
members to inspire
them. This also
created a sense of
belonging and pride
to be a part of this
organisation.

Kolkata: Seema Sen (30, name changed) from Behala called
us on October 16 to report the abuse of her parents by her
elder sister. We immediately contacted the Behala Police
Station and they rescued the parents. Bijoy Sharma (60, name
changed) from Baguiati called us on October 29 to report her
own abuse by her son. We immediately contacted the local
police station for further action and also provided him with a
lawyer’s contact number.

1800 267 8780
Dignity Foundation’s PAN INDIA Number
for Senior Citizens (above 60 years) to:

• Report Elder Abuse
• Avail trustworthy information
• Get first-cut legal advice
• Request for counselling for reducing stress
• Join Loneliness Mitigation Centres (online)
• Plus, avail many more services across 6 cities in India:
Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Kolkata & Pune.
8
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Bengaluru
Jayanagar Centre
yySuresh Jayaram, an artist,
art historian, curator and
garden enthusiast, whose
practice involves urban
mapping archiving and arts
education, published a book
titled ‘Bangalore’s Lalbagh A Chronicle of the Garden
and the City’ in 2021. He
spoke on the book and displayed his collected images
of Lalbagh. He threw light
on the history of the person
who made Lalbagh, how the
glass house was made, history of a few trees there and
the lake and many more elements which he has covered in the book.

yyOn the seventh day of
Dussehra, Shyamala Ramanna sang ‘devi stutis’
in the order in which the
prayers are performed. The
songs’ selection was very
nice and members enjoyed
the programme thoroughly.

yyChandana Pradeep, a yoga
practitioner, explained what
‘surya namaskara’ is all
about and demonstrated
the steps to be followed
while doing this holistic exercise.

yyNostalgia is a programme
dedicated to celebrate the
retro music of Hindi films.
The team pays tribute to
legendary composers, singers and lyricists of yesteryears. On October 15, the
team entertained members
with a few classical as well
as dance tunes, which were
highly appreciated.
yyRajlakshmi Vasanthan, a
physiotherapist from Rainbow Hospitals, taught neck
and shoulder exercises.
Every month she takes a
couple of sessions for our
members and teaches them
ways and means of keeping
fit. She also gives individual counselling to members
on the basis of the ailments
they have.
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Vidyaranyapura Centre
yyUnder
the
spirituality
theme, Rama Thyagaraj
explained the meaning
of
‘Vishnusahasranama’
whereas S R Nagaraj
explained the contents
of the veda in the Indian
context. 		
yyUnder the theme of games
and special events, K Vasu
conducted an enjoyable quiz
and riddles’ programme
and Lalitha Iyer recounted
India’s
performance
in
Paralympics.

yyAs part of the ongoing
music sessions, R R Sindhe
conducted two episodes
of ‘Sugama Sangeetha’.
Triveni Murthy presented
a musical rendering for
‘Dasara Padagala’ which
has a deep meaning.
yyRaman Kutty held a
discussion on the modern
social systems while Dr.
R P Sahu explained the
symmetric
systems
in
nature.
yyCookery, a popular subject

with all members, was taken
up by Dr. R P Sahu.
yyA
lighter
subject
–
storytelling – was anchored
by Leena Banagar.
yyMohan Krishnan talked
about life lessons from
‘Kabir Das Ke Dohe’.
yyRemembering
Sahir
Ludhiyanvi was the topic
that was elaborated on by
Jayalakshmi Mulki. In this
session, she also sang
some of his best songs.

Vijayanagar Centre
yyDuring
Navaratri, each
of the nine days was
celebrated in members’
homes. They would ornate
dolls beautifully and would
recite prayers to seek for
the goddess’s blessings.
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yyRamaiah Hospital’s doctors
celebrated World Elder’s
Day with our members.
Games were played and
the doctors demonstrated
some relaxing exercises
along with other fitness
activities.

yyDr.
Madhusudhan
K H hosted a session with
a detailed
explanation about how operations can have a deteriorating effect in our lives. He
also guided members on
how to lead a healthy and
organic lifestyle.
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Ration Distribution
Bangalore Chapter served
100 needy beneficiaries
by supplying them with
monthly
ration
kits.
Advarra,
headquartered
in Columbia, has been
associated with Dignity
Foundation for six years
in extending their helping
hand to make the ration
distribution
programme
successful in Bangalore.

Chennai

FTD Day Care Centre
yyOn October 4, our members
celebrated National Coffee
Day. The participants were
split into two teams. One
team brewed hot coffee
while the other brewed
cold coffee. Each activity
was aided by the staff. Our
members had a great time
participating in this coffeemaking exercise.
yyOn the eve of World Postal
Day, we motivated our
members to write letters
to their loved ones. Due
to cognitive impairment,

our members struggled
with spelling, grammar
and sentences. But still,
we guided them in putting
down their thoughts and
helped them remember
words. We posted those
precious letters to their
family members. The family
members were astonished
by the letters and expressed
gratitude to our staff for
providing them with the
letters written by their loved
ones.
yyThe
pandemic-triggered

situation is confusing for
people
with
dementia.
It was quite challenging
to make our members
understand the importance
of wearing a mask and hand
washing. We had to remind
them to wear masks and
wash their hands on a daily
basis. Since October 15
was World Hand Washing
Day, we organised various
activities on hand washing
in a play-way method.
yyNavratri was celebrated
with tremendous zeal in
11
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Elders day

World Food day

line with Indian customs
and cultures. Everyone
was dressed in traditional
attire and meticulously
groomed. Our centre was
wonderfully decorated with
colourful, brilliant lights,
chandeliers and flowers.
The
celebration
began
with prayers to Goddess
Navadurga, followed by the
lighting of lamps. Various
rituals were carried out
with tremendous dedication
and loyalty.
Members
of the Anna Nagar CMC
participated in this event
too. The main highlight of
the event was the cultural
programme organised by the
12

Intergenerational Meet

Anna Nagar CMC members
for our members.
yyOur centre commemorated
World Food Day. We planned
food-themed activities for
our members in order to
excite their senses. We
encouraged our members
to
share
food-related
experiences and assigned
some with the task of setting
the table and invoking
their enthusiasm about
mealtime. These activities
assisted us in stimulating
their appetites as well
as beginning food-related
conversations with them.
During the preparation of
the fruit salad, we involved

our members in different
stages depending upon their
ability, such as choosing the
fruit, washing it and peeling
it. We encouraged members
to smell and touch the fruit
and made them talk about
its scent and flavour.
yyAn Intergenerational Meet
was organised on October
28. Students from the
Social Work Department of
D G Vaishnav College were
invited for the event. The
students were welcomed
and given an orientation
on the centre. We also
organised various activities
facilitating interactions with
the students and members.
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All Centres
yyThe Chennai Chapter’s choir
team meets every Tuesday
and enjoys singing on
various topics. They have
progressed to duet singing.
Continuous practice has
greatly improved the quality
of each member’s singing.
yyA
week-long
Navaratri
celebration was organised
for our members. Each day,

our members volunteered
to lead sessions on
Navaratri
prayer-related
themes. Members eagerly
participated in all of the
sessions.
yyOur members have chosen
to devote all Thursdays
to yoga. Yoga classes are
successfully
organised
under the direction of yoga

expert V Rajappan. A large
number of members are
actively engaging in yoga
activities.
yyVarious
sessions
on
exchanging jokes, puzzles
and riddles as well as
gaming sessions, chat over
tea sessions, etc. were held
in October.

Ration Distribution
To assist the families who have been
economically impacted by the pandemic,
we are delivering dry rations to help them

overcome their hunger. We delivered ration
kits to 72 households during the month of
October.
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Delhi NCR
Safdarjung Centre
yyAs stretching exercises
increase
mobility
and
reduce the risk of injuries
among seniors, centre
members participated in a
stretch and flex session.
yyMembers
were
taught
to make origami figures
and DIY envelopes. The
session turned out to be an
enjoyable craft session for
senior citizens.
yy Navratri celebrations were
done at individual homes.

However,
online
they
discussed about their fast and
what delicacies were being
prepared in their kitchens.
yyFun and interactive such
as
housie, storytelling
and memory games were
conducted regularly. The
centre
also
conducted
a special session on
gardening where members
excitedly planted plants in
small pots and nurtured
them for nearly three

weeks. The session was a
visual delight and drew our
members close to nature.

DLF Phase II Centre
yyDLF Phase II centre held
a session on meditation
followed by a discussion on
spirituality. Another session
titled ‘Meri Kahani Meri
Zubaani’ was conducted by
our member Brij Lata Misra,
where she fondly shared
some
anecdotes
from
her life. Many members
could relate to her story of
perseverance in the face of
struggles.
yyOn World Mental Health
Day, members were given
14

resource kits on ‘mental
health for seniors’ by
coordinator Ritu Kharayat.
yyOn World Postal Day,
members
shared
the

experiences of their first
letter, the place it was
written at and the person
to whom they had written.
Nostalgia of pre-technology
era brought back fond
memories of yesteryears.
yyThe International Day of Girl
Child was celebrated with
the theme of ‘daughters
being the pride of a family’
where members shared
their opinions on the
treatment of women and
girl children in India. They
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National Media Centre

shared what measures are
needed to improve women’s
situation. Some expressed
their emotions and feelings
towards rising atrocities
against young girls through
poems and real-life stories.
yyThe month ended with a
quiz on basic legal rights of
senior citizens and women
in India which was an
informative and engaging
session for our members.

yyThe centre began the month
with a focus on the mental
and emotional wellbeing of
our members. An interesting
discussion amongst the
members was about the
essence of spirituality. It
revealed what each one
does to maintain peace and
serenity.
yyA musical marathon of
retro Bollywood songs was
thoroughly
appreciated
by members. Coordinator
Prema
Nair
made
arrangements for virtual
sessions on all the nine
days of Navratri, wherein

members sang ‘bhajans’ and
‘shlokas’ and exchanged
stories about the various
traditions and fasting rules
that were observed in their
households.

Chapter invited Dr. (Prof.)
Ramandeep Dang, a senior
endoscopic brain and spine
surgeon, to deliver a talk to
our all-India CMC members.
Dr. Dang shared information
about good spinal health
practices. The session was
more than just attending a
class in human anatomy,
especially since he patiently
addressed the challenges
faced by senior citizens.
yyAnother
session
titled

‘Digital
World
Made
Easy’ was conducted by
professional photographer
Ravina Sodhi and her young
daughter Aanya who helped
members with their queries
related to the features of
social media like WhatsApp
and creation of better
videos on phone.
yyOn World Arthritis Day, we
invited Dr. Amit Arora who
highlighted the symptoms
that help in early detection

All Centres
yyOn the occasion of World
Spine Day, the Delhi-NCR
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of arthritis and advised
proper
nutrition
and
exercises that can help to
reduce the ill-effects of the
silent disease.
yyAnother
informative
and useful session was
conducted by Dr. Amit

Verma on the subject of
autoimmune diseases and
ayurveda. He shared the
perspective of ayurveda
and the impact of diet and
lifestyle management in
overcoming
autoimmune
diseases.

Ration Distribution
The Delhi NCR Chapter
distributed dry ration kits
in the communities of
Madanpur Khadar and
Maliviya Nagar in Delhi.
Along with the basic food
items
and
sanitation
kit, Diwali sweets were
distributed to indigent
senior citizens. A special
vote of thanks is in order
to our CMC members
and coordinator Susmita
Grover for extending their
wholehearted support this
month.

CALL IF ISSUE NOT RECEIVED

Subscribers who have not received the hard copy of DIGNITY DIALOGUE
may please call 915 201 7120 And immediately get a replacement.
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Kolkata
Dhakuria Centre
yyLike each year, the centre
celebrated Daan Utsav on
October 4. This year, some
members and the chapter
head went to Shramajeevi
Canteen, Jadhavpur and donated money. This canteen
serves meals to the underprivileged at a very nominal
rate. One of our members
distributed a box of sweets
in the memory of her late
husband, who was also a
Dignitarian.

yyOn October 8, members contributed money for sweets
and fruits to be distributed
during Durga Puja among
those elderly who are also
beneficiaries of our ration
distribution programme.
yyA colourful entertaining programme called Aagamani,
welcoming Goddess Durga,
was held on October 7 at
the centre. The members
danced beautifully to the
tunes of melodious songs
sung by other members.
Many members recited poems very impressively. The
programme ended with vibrant and lively ‘dhunuchi’
dance. Most of the members joined the dance with
great enthusiasm. Boxes
of snacks were distributed. This rejuvenating programme made all the members very happy.

yyMembers enjoyed the programmes held every week.
Mondays were reserved for
music, song and dance.
Wednesdays were for debate, discussion or recitation. Members often wrote
poems, stories and articles
themselves and read them
out on Wednesdays. On Fridays, members played the
game of housie.
yySix years ago, members decided to publish a monthly wall magazine featuring
members’
contributions
and thus started the magazine ‘Khola Mon’. The pandemic halted its publication
for a while. But it has started again, now as an online
magazine. Members are
very happy they can enjoy
stories, poems and articles
sitting at home.
yyGradually the CMCs of Kolkata are reopening as the
lockdown rules are relaxing.
Members meet once a week
while maintaining all pandemic-related protocols. Under these new circumstances, it has been decided that
all the centres of Kolkata
17
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will contribute to Khola Mon
every month. For the new
Khola Mon, a new editorial
committee has been set up
to make the magazine interesting and unique.
yy Members of the Dhakuria
centre met on October 25 at
the centre. It was a happy reunion. They sang lively songs,
expressing their joy for the re-
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opening of the centre.
yyMembers have decided to
organise a Bijoya Sammilan at an auditorium in November, where members
will dance, sing and act in
a play. Members of all the
centres collected money for
the programme and met online for the event’s organisation on October 28.

Salt Lake Centre
yyOn October 4, members
had a discussion on a
variety of subjects at the
centre.

yyOn October 7, we celebrated
our Agomoni programme.
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yyOn October
23, our centre
reopened
after Durga
Puja. On that
day, we had a
yoga session
by
trainer
Arun Sen. He
discussed
about
depression
and
mental health among the
elderly.
yyOn October
2
5
,
members
discussed
how they had
celebrated
Durga Puja
at
their
homes.
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Baguiati
Centre
yyOn October 2, Gandhi
Jayanti was celebrated by
the members.
yyOn
the
occasion
of
DaanUtsav, 35 members
of the centre arranged to
donate sarees to needy
and poor women along with
food packets.

yyOn October 26, birthday
celebrations and individual
performances were held by
the members. Nearly 32
members were present for
this event.

yyMany other activities like
yoga and online programme
such as storytelling, audiomaking, etc. were also
enjoyed by the members
throughout the month.
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Behala Centre
yyOn October 4, members
celebrated Debi Paksha
with a programme named
Agomoni to welcome Devi
Durga. The programme
started with a ‘shloka’
which was followed by
the centre’s most senior
member Chittaranjan Nag
welcoming the members
and guests by seeking
the goddess’ blessings to
overcome all situations.
After that, the variety
programme
started.
Members
and
guests
were entertained with tea,
snacks and sweet packets.

yyOn October 10, members
distributed study materials
to economically backward
students to encourage
them to learn. Eminent
teachers were invited and
were greeted with flower
bouquets.
Debabrata
Joarder, a senior member
of the centre, presided over
the function and spoke a few
words on the importance of
education. Bibek Joyti Roy,
Arup Chanda and Promatho
Dasgupta assisted with
the distribution of the
study material, tea, snacks
and sweet packets to the
students. Kallol Bannerjee
distributed
chocolates
among the students and
offered a vote of thanks.
19
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Ration Distribution
The Kolkata Chapter distributed monthly ration to 30 underprivileged senior citizens at
Purbalok Day Centre on September 24. All the distribution was conducted with proper
safety measures as recommended by WHO.

Scan the QR codes below with any QR scanner app,
or your phone’s camera, and join Dignity Foundation today.
Scan for
Magazine

DIGNITY
DIALOGUE
THE MAGAZINE FOR PRODUCTIVE AGEING
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Scan for
Chai Masti
Centers
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Mumbai
Powai Centre
yyMembers of the centre started on a high
note in October with the International Day
for Older Persons’ celebration.
yyThe centre raised Rs 49,000 towards Daan
Utsav in October 2021.
yyDespite the festivals, members gave a good
response to sessions of yoga, zumba and
aerobics. The all-India sessions were well-

appreciated by the members with their
enthusiastic participation.
yyAn all-India chair yoga session was organised
which was well-attended and appreciated.
yyThe centre had a few joint sessions with
the CMCs of Thane, Chembur and Vashi for
singing, aerobics and physiotherapy.

Thane Centre
yyOn October
2
1
,
Jagannath
Kargudri
took
a
session
on film lyricist Shankardas
Kesarilal, popularly known
as Shailendra. At the
outset, he mentioned that
apart from being a film
lyricist, Shailendra was a
popular Hindi and Urdu
poet. Shailendra entered
the film industry with the
film ‘Barsaat’, which, upon
becoming a huge hit, made
him famous overnight. In
a short span of 16 years,
he wrote more than 1,000
songs. Shailendra passed

away at the very young age
of 46 years.
yyPradeep Malgi took a
Navratri session on Zoom
on October 11. He gave a
wonderful speech on Adi
Shakti i.e. Goddesses Durga
correlating with female
power. He compared the
nine ‘roopas’ of Adi Shakti
with prominent female
personalities of different
sectors and ages, starting

from Gargi Vachaknavi and
Sulabha Maitreyi to Kalpana
Chawla and Sunita Williams.
He also quoted the work and
achievements of our own
Founder President of Dignity
Foundation,
Dr.
Sheilu
Sreenivasan, in the field of
elder care. He thanked her
for providing the platform
of Dignity Foundation to
express and showcase the
talent of senior citizens.
yyOn October 7, Jagannath
Kargudri took a session
on the greatness of the
Japanese. He said that in
1945 Japan was reduced
to ashes by America due to
the dropping of atom bombs
on its two cities, Hiroshima
21
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and Nagasaki. But due to
the strong willpower and
hard work of the government
and people, it could rise
from those ashes and
achieve laurels in all fields.
He
attributed
several
reasons for its success,
such as a unique system
of life, employment, group
decision-making, high duty

Dadar Centre
yyThe month of October
was filled with birthday
and festival celebrations.
Navratri was celebrated
with colourful dresses worn
by the members. The whole
centre played ‘garba’ for
two days, which became
one of the best events.
Three members’ birthdays
were celebrated.
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consciousness, cooperation
among the political parties,
control measures in the
industrial sector and time
management, among others.
yyOn October 5, under
the banner ‘Comforting
Conversation’, Juhi Darwani
conducted a session on
ease of banking for seniors.
She explained how to
do banking transactions
tactfully and carefully. As
Juhi is an ex-banker herself,
she shared some practical
tips. She also highlighted
banking norms as per the
Reserve Bank of India

such as there should be
a dedicated counter for
senior citizens and those
above 70+ can avail of
some banking services at
their home, etc. Juhi also
explained the advantages
and caution to be exercised
while using debit and credit
cards and internet banking
facilities.
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FTD Day Care Centre
In October we had four
members at our centre –
three males and one female.
Daily, cognitive and physical
stimulation activities were
carried out with the members.
Members received regular
home pick-up and drop
facilities along with healthy
lunch and refreshments at the
centre. This unique FTD Day
Care Centre in Mumbai has
come as a big relief to family
members who were looking
for such a facility in the city.

Ration Distribution
yy80 regular beneficiaries
of Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre received ration and
safety kits on October 4.
yy30 regular beneficiaries
received ration kits on
October 8.
yy108
beneficiaries
at
E-Moses Ananda Yaan
Centre received ration and

safety kits on October 20.
yy50 beneficiaries at Byculla
Ananda Yaan Centre were
distributed rations on
October 20.
yy35 ration and safety
kits were distributed at
Meghwadi
Loneliness
Mitigation
Centre
on
October 18.

yy50
new
beneficiaries
received special Diwali
ration and safety kits along
with a Diwali sweet at Kisan
Nagar, Thane West. This
distribution was conducted
with the support of Helping
Hand Group led by Nitish
Chheda.
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Pune
Lulla Nagar Centre
yyOn October 4, the centre
organised a talk on aging
gracefully. Praveen Christopher was the resource person. It was a very educative
and motivational session for
senior citizens. Praveen gave
examples of graceful ageing
and shared tips on how to
age gracefully. When people
age, they develop negative
opinions about their physical

appearance
or
their
contribution to the
community.
Rather than
Praveen
i n d u l g i n g Christopher
in negative
thoughts, the speaker disclosed various techniques
and tips for seniors to enrich
their life such as cultivating

interesting hobbies, engaging in physical and mental
exercises, participating in
various wellbeing activities
such as walking, yoga, jogging and dance classes, writing and keeping busy with interesting work. At the start
of the session the chapter
head welcomed the guest.
The session ended with a
vote of thanks.

Kalyani Nagar Centre
yyOn October 11, Kama
Krishnamoorty spoke on
‘Increasing Equanimity in
Spiritual and Material Life.’
He explained that the idiom
of balancing heart and
mind relates to the balance
between
spiritual
and
material freedoms, which
is the goal of every human
being. The talk focused on
the challenges faced by
individuals, especially the
tussle between love and
ego. The session was very
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interesting and appreciated
by the members.
yyOn October 18, we invited
our member Prof. P N N lyer
to speak on ‘What More
can the Seniors Do!’ He
said that all the members
of Dignity Foundation are
serene and enlightened.
It was his humble request
to help those in need. “In
fact it is our duty to help
the poor in many ways,” he
said. He projected a video
of Bunker Roy who, after

his degree
from
IIT,
went
to
educate
the people
of
Bihar.
Prof. P N N lyer
He started
from scratch and took the
help of different people
for funding. He achieved
his own dream and helped
many
underprivileged
children to achieve their
dream as well.
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Magarpatta Centre
yyThe
centre held a
webinar
on ‘Facts
and Myths
about Eye
Dr. Col. V K
D o n a t i o n ’ Madan
anchored
by Dr. Col. V K Madan, MS,
FICS. India has one-fourth of
the world’s visionless population. Some are born blind
while others turn blind due to
corneal disease, injuries or
professional hazards. They
can see again only if corneal transplantation is done.

Out of 90 lakh deaths each
year, if only one out of every
nine people pledges for eye
donation, we can eliminate
blindness in our country to
a great extent. The doctor
said that the procedure is
very simple and it does not
result in disfiguration. The
identity of the donor and the
recipient is kept confidential. Anyone can donate his
or her eyes. However, they
must be removed within four
hours of death and must be
transplanted in 72 hours.
yyOn October 21, we had

a session on yoga for
seniors with back, neck
and shoulder problems as
well as a demonstration
of breathing exercises by
Shweta Bhargava.

Yoga session at Siddharth Nagar
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Ananda Yaan and Meghwadi Centres
Mumbai
yyBoth the centres of Ananda
Yaan at Byculla and E-Moses
Road received dry ration
kits and hygiene kits for the
whole family. As many as 59
ration kits were distributed
to members of Meghwadi
Loneliness
Mitigation
Centre and medicines were
given to 28 members.

yyDoctor’s visit was organised
for both the centres.
The
doctor
checked
members’ health, provided
consultation and distributed
medicines.
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yyA session on legal awareness
was organised by District
Legal Services Authority
of Mumbai at the E-Moses
Ananda Yaan Centre on
October 8, at Meghwadi
Loneliness
Mitigation
Centre on October 12 and
at the Byculla Ananda Yaan
Centre on October 19. Up
to 350+ members acquired
reliable knowledge about
the various government
laws related to senior
citizens through a trusted
authority on the subject.
yyUsing empty plastic bottles
of cold drinks, the resource
person for our ‘Best out
of Waste’ session, Mani
Mulla, taught members how
to make beautiful planters.
The idea of this session was
to recycle plastic and create
something eco-friendly out
of it. That is what led to

making planters, which will
encourage members to
grow plants and purify the
air around their homes.
yyRotarian Kirti Kamdar,
on the occasion of her
birthday, arranged lunch for
members of our E-Moses
Centre. All the members
blessed Kirti Kamdar and
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shared
their
gratitude
for the delicious lunch
organised by her. Lunch
was followed by the cutting
of a cake on October 27.
yyA nutritional demonstration
on laddoos made out
of dates and nuts was
organised
on
October
27. The resource person
showed how to prepare the
nutritious laddoos step-bystep. She also discussed
the health benefits of these
laddoos which include high
fibre and protein content
and help in promoting
brain development. It is an
excellent natural sweetener
and is easily available and
affordable. Nuts and seeds
regulate body weight and
help burn energy. This
session was informative and
engaging for our members.

Loneliness Mitigation

Pune
The Pune Chapter has begun an Ananda Yaan Centre from
October 2021. Our initial challenge was to establish our
presence and gain the trust of the seniors in the slum.
Gradually, the seniors began to visit the centre and attend
the interesting and engaging activities such as yoga,
solo singing, storytelling, pranayam, session on personal
hygiene, etc. On October 19, Abha Choudhuri led a session
on environmental pollution and explored how plastic is
detrimental to human life. The guest drew everyone’s
attention to this important topic and explained the merits
and demerits of using polythene in our day-to-day life. Seniors
from the slum thanked her for making them aware about
our primary responsibility not to throw plastic and rather
collect it and hand it over to NGOs or municipal corporation
sweepers who will dispose it properly.

Obituary

It is with a very heavy heart that Dignity Foundation
introduced this column in April 2021. In this issue,
we mourn the passing of two of our members. To
the family of the deceased members, we convey our
deepest sympathies.

K M John
Chembur Chai Masti
Centre, Mumbai

Basantha Bai
Sanjaynagar Chai Masti
Centre, Bengaluru
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Health, Music
and More
yySharad Purnima, a harvest festival, marks the end
of the monsoon season. On October 19, Dignity
Lifestyle Retirement Township celebrated Sharad
Purnima by singing songs based on the moon. Kailash
Deshmukh sang a song that was much appreciated
by the residents. Masala milk was served after the
programme. Residents played garba and dandiya too.
yyParamedical training was organised on October 23 to
train our staff to deliver patient care, rehabilitation,
treatment, diagnostics and health improvement
interventions to restore minimal optimal functions in
an individual. Dignity Lifestyle has 50 paramedical
staff members from nearby villages. Psychiatrist
Dr. Zainab Lokhandwala and psychologist S Saniya
delivered this training to 20 such staff. The main
topics discussed included dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease.
yyOn October 13, a music session was organised for
the residents. They sang a karaoke song and enjoyed
it a lot. Music therapy helps to relieve pain and
reduce stress and anxiety among the patients. Jaya
Kamath, one of the residents, danced as well. Thirty
residents participated and enjoyed the programme.
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